
 

 

Sometimes you need to use two or more adjectives to describe something or someone. Choose 

the most natural-sounding response:  

 

 

Order of Adjectives Exercise 1 

1.We wanted __________________________________ (grey/ a /metal)table. 

2.They bought __________________________________ (red / a / new) car. 

3.She went home and sat on __________________________________ (comfortable / her 

/wooden/ old)bed. 

4.He bought __________________________________ (woollen / a / British/ fabulous)suit. 

5.They have __________________________________ (Dutch/ black)bicycles. 

6.He wants __________________________________ (some /French / delicious/ really) 

cheese. 

7.__________________________________ (young / a / pretty) girl walked into the room. 

8.He has __________________________________ (a lot of/ old / interesting) books. 

9.She bought __________________________________ (plastic / red / a / new)plastic 

lunchbox. 

10.He is looking for __________________________________(leather / stylish / a /black) 

bag. 

11.She dropped __________________________________(old / beautiful / the)plate and it 

smashed. 

12.I want __________________________________(silk / green / an/amazing) dress. 

13.She drank __________________________________(Italian / black / hot)coffee. 

14.He saw __________________________________(French / writing / old / an) desk. 

15.They stayed in __________________________________(little / a / cute) cottage. 

16.I visited __________________________________(ancient / a / spooky / German) castle. 

17.He has __________________________________(silver / old / beautiful / a)ring. 

18.We ate __________________________________(green / English / round / some) apples.  

19.I need __________________________________(computer / comfortable / a)desk. 



20.They went on holiday to __________________________________(small / wooden / a/ 

beautiful) cabin 

 

Exercise 2:Underline the adjectives in each sentence below. 

The beautiful neighborhood gleamed with sunlight in the morning.  

1. John went to the busy store to pick up red apples. 

2. The tall man at the counter felt that John was a very kind gentleman. 

3. The hot sun rose in the morning and set in the misty evening. 

4. Many of earth’s greatest wonders have been labeled as historical monuments. 

5. Often, there are many animals which are placed on the endangered species list because they 

are hunted. 

6. That tall man walked in the store yesterday and ordered some green tea. 

7. One of the largest buildings in the world is located on that tiny mountain that overlooks the 

sea. 

8. John happily opened the front door when he heard his friend knocking. 

9. May was cooking a big feast for her family during the afternoon.  

10. Michael went to school so he could pass the very difficult test. 

11. That building is a huge skyscraper.  

12. Many of those red flowers bloom in spring and die in the winter. 

13. Often times, students are happy when lunch time begins. 

Exercise 3: Complete the sentences with the adjectives in brackets.  

1 The fish was an   ,   ,    thing that looked like something out of a cartoon. (orange, round, 

enormous)  

2 It was an extremely   ,   ,   ,    boat. (British, grey, old, ugly) 

 3 I had never seen such an   ,   ,    animal. (amazing, colourful, small) 

 4 It was discovered by an   ,   ,    explorer. (French, young, unknown)  

5 The car was a   ,   ,   ,    model. (comfortable, German, new, silver) 

Exercise 5:Put the words in the correct order!  

1.  old / yellow / a / british / small / box. 



_________________________________________________________________ 

2.  a / car / fast / italian / new / red.  

_________________________________________________________________ 

3.  wooden / a / beautiful / table / old.  

_________________________________________________________________ 

4.  is / boring / a / math / old / he / teacher.  

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


